
DataProse Stays Ahead of Customer 
Demand with Solimar Solutions
Introduction
DataProse provides turnkey solutions for converting customer data into electronic presentment and cost-
effective transactional print output. They leverage Solimar Systems solutions to accelerate their internal 
workflow and external customer document access. 

DataProse serves over 400 customers across telecommunications, financial services, utilities, healthcare, 
non-profit, and other industries from their base in Texas. Focused on helping clients service and market 
to their customers through improved billing statements, e-presentment, and personalized direct mail, 
DataProse requires a high degree of workflow automation. Since their initial engagement with Solimar in 
2001, DataProse moved their IT facilities and storage in-house and continued expanding their use of Solimar 
modules. 

Beginning with Solimar Print Director™ Enterprise (SPDE), they added other Solimar solutions like ReadyPDF® 
Prepress Server™, Rubika®, and SOLsearcher™ Enterprise (SSE) to enable value-added services for their client 
base. Having several components within Solimar’s Chemistry platform has allowed DataProse to quickly 
onboard new customers and grow their business. Rubika makes it easy to implement critical workflow 
automation tasks like adding barcodes for inserter control while simultaneously maximizing postal savings. 
Next, SSE provides a highly scalable, fault-tolerant, e-delivery platform for web presentment. Finally, 
DataProse has flexibility on the production floor through the automation of SPDE to seamlessly drive printing 
equipment from several different vendors. As a result, DataProse has seen year-over-year increases up to 
432% in clients using their PDF-based workflow supporting double-digit revenue growth.

Today they can onboard a new customer in 60-90 days, but when it is a pure PDF application the Solimar 
tools reduce the implementation to 30-45 days from start to finish. Brian Ray, the Chief Technology Officer, 
recently shared updates on how the company is leveraging ReadyPDF optimization software. 

“With ReadyPDF, we are able to reduce 
PDF files sizes up to 95%, which 
streamlines our print output but also  
creates an optimized file for fast 
e-presentment online.”
BRIAN RAY 
Chief Technology Officer, DataProse

Business Profile
DataProse provides turnkey solutions for 
converting customer data into electronic 
presentment and cost-effective transactional 
print output. They leverage Solimar Systems 
solutions to accelerate their internal workflow 
and external customer document access. 

Industry
Print Service Bureau

Locations
Coppell, TX, USA

Business Solution
 • Data Stream Conversion
 • PDF Optimization
 • Output Management
 • Web Presentment 

Solimar Products 
 • Solimar® Print Director™ Enterprise
 • ReadyPDF® Prepress Server
 • Rubika®
 • SOLsearcher™ Enterprise
 • Solimar® Indexing Tools

Benefits
 •  Significant file size reduction: Saw up to a 

95% reduction in PDF file size.
 •  ePresentment load time improvement: 

Statements open in a matter of seconds on 
their ePresentment platforms.

 •  Maximized network bandwidth: 
Optimized PDF files reduced internal 
network traffic.

 •  More efficient DFE processing: Removing 
extraneous objects allowed the DFE to 
process files more efficiently.

 •  Faster RIP times: Improved RIP times on 
older printing equipment.

 •  Optimized storage & archive: Smaller file 
size minimized storage and archive costs.

DataProse has seen year-over-year increases up to 432% in clients using 
their PDF-based workflow supporting double-digit revenue growth.



The New Challenges for DataProse
With hundreds of clients representing a growing variety of industries, the 
changing mix, quantity, and quality of file types is an inevitable challenge for 
DataProse. There are legacy data streams, PostScript, and, increasingly, PDF 
files to onboard, optimize, and output for print and e-presentment platforms. 
Inefficient structures and duplicated resources, as well as occasional 
resource omissions, are common characteristics of files passed to DataProse 
by third parties. Being able to optimize this content while assuring the 
necessary fonts and other resources are present is a critical automation step 
for DataProse.

“With large print runs in the tens of thousands, we need to prepare and 
process many jobs in a single shift.”, says Brian Ray, Chief Technology Officer. 
The company needed to standardize and linearize the incoming PDF files 
before further processing occurred in the print production workflow. With a 
fleet of mixed vendor and technology printing equipment, multiple Digital 
Front Ends (DFEs) also introduced an added layer of complexity, risking 
different approaches to how files are interpreted and RIPped.  

Providing a superior e-presentment platform is another critical opportunity for 
content optimization. Consumers expect an easy and fast online experience 
and will abandon their search, session, or download if it takes too long. Large 
and inefficient files waste time and network bandwidth and can frustrate 
consumers as they try to retrieve and view their bills and statements online.

Updating the Workflow for  
New Challenges 
To tune their content for printing or presentment, DataProse turned to Solimar 
Systems for help. Already experienced with Rubika’s ability to optimize PDFs 
as it assembles large sets of files into a single print-ready job, DataProse knew 
ReadyPDF was likely to help them meet their automation requirements and 
broader PDF optimization goals for the high volume workflows they manage. 
software. While there are several PDF preflight tools in the market, ReadyPDF 
has been designed to meet challenges commonly associated with production 
transactional and variable data.

“No consumer wants to wait 30 seconds 
to open their billing statement online, so 
we use ReadyPDF to optimize the file so 
that it opens in a matter of seconds on our 
ePresentment platforms.”

BRIAN RAY 
Chief Technology Officer, DataProse

PREFLIGHT
•  Identifies potential 

issues in a PDF file.
•  Manual 

intervention is 
typically required.

VS.

OPTIMIZATION
•  Reduces file size & complexity 

related to fonts, images and 
objects inside the file.

•  Issues can be fixed in an 
automated process.



Customer Satisfaction Grows  
with Optimization
The benefits of the ReadyPDF solution are proven. In lab 
testing by Keypoint Intelligence, file sizes were reduced 
by up to 98%. The results have been equally impressive 
for DataProse. According to Ray, “With ReadyPDF, we are 
able to reduce PDF file sizes up to 95%, which streamlines 
our print output but also creates an optimized file for fast 
e-presentment online.” The smaller PDF files reduce storage 
requirements, reduce internal network traffic, and most 
importantly, significantly improve e-presentment load times 
for consumers.

With so many ways to create a PDF file, the standardization 
aspects of ReadyPDF also produce operational benefits. 
Removing extraneous objects allows the DFE to process files 
more efficiently and with more consistency—a significant 
advantage for mixed vendor print production environments. 
DataProse also found that ReadyPDF optimized files improved 
the RIP times on some of their older printing equipment. 
Overall, Ray explained, “We have been very satisfied with the 
results using ReadyPDF and continue to find more ways to 
incorporate it in our overall workflow.”
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Solimar® Print Director™ Enterprise 
Output management solution combining integrated 
connectivity with fast, accurate print stream 
conversions and job routing & tracking capabilities.

ReadyPDF® Prepress Server 
Optimizes fonts, images, objects, colors and resources 
to allow PDF files to process more efficiently for 
production printing, ePresentment and archiving. 

Rubika® 
Post-composition re-engineering solution to automate 
manual processes, enable postal savings, add value to 
documents, and dynamically modify print data.

SOLsearcher™ Enterprise 
ePresentment & archive solution designed to index, 
store, search and retrieve large collections of 
transactional and scanned documents.

Solimar® Indexing Tools 
Powerful PDF indexing tools to design, test and manage 
indexing templates for data extraction.



Additional Solimar Success Stories
For more examples of how Solimar helps organizations lower IT costs, modernize print capabilities, 
maximize technology investments, and gain control of their printing environment, please scan the QR code 
or visit www.solimarsystems.com/case-studies/.

Join Solimar’s Cloud-Based Learning Platform
The Solimar University Online (SUO) learning platform provides clients and partners with targeted access 
to educational content for personal and professional development at times that fit their schedules. 
This platform provides unique and relevant content to clients and partners based on a user’s profile 
and preferences. SUO enables online users to access robust learning content such as industry videos, 
presentations, reference documents, updated SolimarShorts, audio podcasts, and assessment materials. 
The self-paced SUO learning platform includes industry education, Solimar product and solution training 
modules and more. Register today at suo.solimarsystems.com/suo-registration/.
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